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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider::
Criminal activity,Accessing and using cannabis,Social impacts,Young people and children,Public
health,Public safety,Education,Mental health
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual

Are there any additional themes we should consider?
The legal status of cannabis
Select all that apply. Do you think there should be restrictions on the use of cannabis? :
Personal use of cannabis should be legal. ,Cultivation of cannabis for personal use should be legal.

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
The current war on drugs has failed and continues to turn otherwise law abiding citizens into criminals for
using a substance less harmful than a fair few legal ones , I pointed out to the police minister in SA back in
2004 that by going tougher on cannabis they will force the mum and dad growers out of the market and
leave the increased profits to the organised elements leaving them free to use the profit from cannabis sales
to buy ice I was told at the time I didn't know what I was talking about yet less than 5 years later according
to waste water testing SA was turned into the world's ice capital ? , Personally I feel that cannabis use should
just be made legal no medical no personal just legal it will remove barriers that exist both legal and social
and provide for a much better public health outcome for all involved police and the court system won't have
expensive costs involved with enforcement costs that are not recovered , personal cannabis use should fund
medical use , indoor grow needs to be allowed as it's best for security a wattage limit could be set for
personal use , co ops and compassionate clubs need to be allowed so those that can't grow have a place to go
and learn ? I got charged with 8lb of cannabis and 4 plants in Adelaide and ended up with $320 victims of
crime levy as a result when u add up the court and the amount of police time used it's a no brainer that
personal cannabis use should be legal
Green fairys or compassionate provider's play a important part in the treatment of hundreds of medical
patients in Australia patients that when left to the medical profession are dieing , yes these are folks that are
not trained doctors yet here they are saving lives , patients access these folk out of frustration at the red tape
that continues to block access to affordable legal products . Australia needs to get it right and the time is now
not in ten years ?
Many thanks

xox

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
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